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"If you need more traffic, leads and sales, you need The Conversion Code." Neil Patel co-founder Crazy Egg
"We've helped 11,000+ businesses generate more than 31 million leads and consider The Conversion Code a
must read." Oli Gardner co-founder Unbounce "We'd been closing 55% of our qualified appointments. We
increased that to 76% as a direct result of implementing The Conversion Code." Dan Stewart CEO Happy
Grasshopper "The strategies in The Conversion Code are highly effective and immediately helped our entire
sales team. The book explains the science behind selling in a way that is simple to remember and easy to
implement." Steve Pacinelli CMO BombBomb Capture and close more Internet leads with a new sales script
and powerful marketing templates The Conversion Code provides a step-by-step blueprint for increasing
sales in the modern, Internet-driven era. Today's consumers are savvy, and they have more options than ever
before. Capturing their attention and turning it into revenue requires a whole new approach to marketing
and sales. This book provides clear guidance toward conquering the new paradigm shift towards online lead
generation and inside sales. You'll learn how to capture those invaluable Internet leads, convert them into
appointments, and close more deals. Regardless of product or industry, this proven process will increase both
the quantity and quality of leads and put your sales figures on the rise. Traditional sales and marketing advice
is becoming less and less relevant as today's consumers are spending much more time online, and salespeople
are calling, emailing, and texting leads instead of meeting them in person. This book shows you where to find
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them, how to engage them, and how to position your company as the ideal solution to their needs. Engage
with consumers more effectively online Leverage the strengths of social media, apps, and blogs to capture
more leads for less money Convert more Internet leads into real-world prospects and sales appointments
Make connections on every call and learn the exact words that close more sales The business world is moving
away from "belly-to-belly" interactions and traditional advertising. Companies are forced to engage with
prospective customers first online—the vast majority through social media, mobile apps, blogs, and live
chat—before ever meeting in person. Yesterday's marketing advice no longer applies to today's tech savvy,
mobile-first, social media-addicted consumer, and the new sales environment demands that you meet
consumers where they are and close them, quickly. The Conversion Code gives you an actionable blueprint
for capturing Internet leads and turning them into customers.
How to Use Price to Increase Demand, Profit and Customer Satisfaction HOW SMART IS YOUR
PRICING? For any business, deciding how much to charge for a product or service is crucial. By gaining an
insight into the way consumers think and purchase, you can generate more demand, more customer value –
and more profit. MAXIMISE REVENUE How do unwanted products Influence what customers expect
to pay? How does offering extras for free dramatically increases Perceived Value? Why does changing
the timing of a payment make people pay 50% More? TRIED AND TESTED TECHNIQUES Written by
the founder of Inon, a leading pricing consultancy, whose clients range from the BBC and Grant’s Whisky
to Alzheimer’s Disease International and HM Treasury, The Psychology of Price provides an insight into
the strategies used by multinational corporations. Leigh Caldwell is a pricing expert and leading researcher in
behavioural economics, writing the UK’s most popular behavioural blog (www.knowingandmaking.com)
and appearing as a frequent guest on BBC News. By background a mathematician and economist, he is the
founder and chief executive of Inon, the UK’s leading pricing consultancy.
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In this invaluable UX and CRO guide, you will learn 'real-world' tested methods that can be effectively
applied around the globe by website designers, with any level of prior experience.
How Your Business Can Use the Science That Helped Win the White House The average conversion
rate—the rate at which visitors convert into customers—across the web is only 2%. That means it's likely that
98% of visitors to your website won't end up converting into customers. What's the solution? A/B testing.
A/B testing is the simple idea of showing several different versions of a web page to live traffic, and then
measuring the effect each version has on visitors. Using A/B testing, companies can improve the effectiveness
of their marketing and user experience and, in doing so, can sometimes double or triple their conversion
rates. Testing has been fundamental in driving the success of Google, Amazon, Netflix, and other top tech
companies. Even Barack Obama and Mitt Romney had dedicated teams A/B testing their campaign websites
during the 2012 Presidential race. In the past, marketing teams were unable to unleash the power of A/B
testing because it required costly engineering and IT resources. Today, a new generation of technology that
enables marketers to run A/B tests without depending on engineers is emerging and quickly becoming one of
the most powerful tools for making data-driven decisions. Authors Dan Siroker and Pete Koomen are
cofounders of Optimizely, the leading A/B testing platform used by more than 5,000 organizations across the
world. A/B Testing: The Most Powerful Way to Turn Clicks Into Customers offers best practices and lessons
learned from more than 300,000 experiments run by Optimizely customers. You'll learn: What to test How
to choose the testing solution that's right for your organization How to assemble an A/B testing dream team
How to create personalized experiences for every visitor And much more Marketers and web professionals
will become obsolete if they don't embrace a data-driven approach to decision making. This book shows you
how, no matter your technical expertise.
Split Testing profits
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Landing Page Optimization
MySQL to DB2 Conversion Guide
Convert Every Click
Experiment!
Three Hundred Tips to Increase Conversion Rates and Generate Leads

The average conversion rate—the rate at which visitors convert into customers—across the web
is only 2%. That means it's likely that 98% of visitors to your website won't end up converting
into customers. What's the solution? A/B testing. A/B testing is the simple idea of showing
several different versions of a web page to live traffic, and then measuring the effect each
version has on visitors. Using A/B testing, companies can improve the effectiveness of their
marketing and user experience and, in doing so, can sometimes double or triple their conversion
rates. Testing has been fundamental in driving the success of Google, Amazon, Netflix, and
other top tech companies. Even Barack Obama and Mitt Romney had dedicated teams A/B
testing their campaign websites during the 2012 Presidential race. In the past, marketing teams
were unable to unleash the power of A/B testing because it required costly engineering and IT
resources. Today, a new generation of technology that enables marketers to run A/B tests
without depending on engineers is emerging and quickly becoming one of the most powerful
tools for making data-driven decisions. Authors Dan Siroker and Pete Koomen are cofounders
of Optimizely, the leading A/B testing platform used by more than 5,000 organizations across
the world. A/B Testing offers best practices and lessons learned from more than 300,000
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experiments run by Optimizely customers. You'll learn: What to test How to choose the testing
solution that's right for your organization How to assemble an A/B testing dream team How to
create personalized experiences for every visitor And much more Marketers and web
professionals will become obsolete if they don't embrace a data-driven approach to decision
making. This book shows you how, no matter your technical expertise.
Your web site is a business—design it like one. Billions of dollars in spending decisions are
influenced by web sites. So why aren't businesses laser-focused on designing their sites to
maximize their Return on Investment (ROI)? Web design can do more than make a site look
good—it can be a powerful strategic weapon that enhances financial returns and creates
competitive advantage. It's time to make web sites accountable. It's time to make design
decisions based on metrics and business goals. It's time for Web Design for ROI. In this book
you'll learn: Why so many organizations think about web design the wrong way How small
design changes can have a big impact on your bottom line Simple tips to increase web
sales/leads by 10% – 50% (or more) Concrete design guidelines for: Landing pages Home pages
Category pages Detail pages Forms Checkout processes Packed with helpful examples from a
wide variety of sites!
Conversions begin in the brain. Every purchase starts with a decision, and every decision is
shaped by consumer psychology. This book explains how mental shortcuts (cognitive biases)
affect your customers' decision making and shows you how to be more persuasive online.
Philippe Aimé and Jochen Grünbeck are optimisation addicts and have been at the forefront
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of digital marketing since the beginning. Inspired by behavioural economists like Daniel
Kahneman, Dan Ariely and Richard Thaler, the techniques described in Smart Persuasion
leverage powerful decision-making biases to make marketing more effective. Alongside these
behavioural insights, Smart Persuasion incorporates research from marketing experts such as
Jonah Berger, Robert Cialdini and Roger Dooley. Principles relating to attention and
perception, as well as the cognitive effects that make consumers predictably irrational, are
distilled into concrete website optimisation strategies. Drawing from hundreds of unique
studies, Smart Persuasion lists proven effects such as Anchoring and Framing. Each one is
illustrated with case-studies, examples and ideas that you can apply immediately. Using the
persuasive strategies outlined in this book will allow you to influence consumers more
effectively, unlocking your website's potential. All profits from the sale of this book help
provide educational resources for children in Africa.
Get more out of your marketing and make more money!Millions of new advertisers are coming
online daily. Competition is fierce. Click costs are inching up every quarter. Customers'
attention spans are getting shorter and shorter as they are inundated with more and more ads
from more and more advertisers. As a result, digital ad costs are rising and their effectiveness
is dropping. Companies who fail to adapt will face eroding profit margins, month after
month, year after year. To combat this and stay ahead of your competition it's critically
important you apply continuous optimization strategies. You need to find and test breakthrough
marketing ideas faster and more adeptly than your competition can keep up with, so you
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convert more website visitors into paying customers faster and at a lower cost than they can.
Conversion Fanatic is based on years of experience running thousands of split tests on
hundreds of campaigns and is the definitive guide to getting more out of your marketing
efforts.
Expert PHP and MySQL
The Art and Science of Converting Prospects to Customers
C in a Nutshell
Turning Browsers into Buyers & Prospects into Leads
Your Customer Creation Equation
Boost E-commerce Sales and Make More Money
Expert PHP and MySQL takes you beyond learning syntax to showing you how to apply
proven software development methods to building commerce-grade PHP and MySQL
projects that will stand the test of time and reliably deliver on customer needs. Developers
of real-world applications face numerous problems that seem trivial on the surface, but
really do take some skill to get right. Error handling is about more than just the mechanics
in the PHP syntax, but also about handling MySQL errors, logging those errors, and about
hiding information about application internals that error messages sometimes can expose.
Meet these challenges and more head-on! Author Marc Rochkind shows how to begin a
project right, with a clear contract and set of written requirements. You’ll learn about
project organization, setting up a solid development environment, connecting with client
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personnel. Database design is essential, and Expert PHP and MySQL has you covered with
guidance on creating a sound model and database, and on pushing functionality into the
database as appropriate; not everything should be done in PHP. Error handling is covered
at both the PHP and MySQL levels. Application structure is covered. Guidance is provided
on reporting. And finally there is conversion. In Expert PHP and MySQL you’ll explore
the following: The popular and widely used combination of PHP and MySQL Commercialgrade application of language and database features Human factors such as planning and
organization Organizing a project to meet requirements and satisfy the customer
Structuring an application for efficient development and future modification Coding PHP
for productivity, reliability, security Generating online, downloadable, and printed reports
Converting existing data to the new application
Every day, thousands of passionate developers come up with new startup ideas but lack the
branding know-how to make them thrive. If you count yourself among them, Lean
Branding is here to help. This practical toolkit helps you build your own robust, dynamic
brands that generate conversion. You’ll find over 100 DIY branding tactics and inspiring
case studies, and step-by-step instructions for building and measuring 25 essential brand
strategy ingredients, from logo design to demo-day pitches, using The Lean Startup
methodology’s Build-Measure-Learn loop. Learn exactly what a brand is—and what it
isn’t Build a minimal set of brand ingredients that are viable in the marketplace: brand
story, brand symbols, and brand strategy Measure your brand ingredients by using
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meaningful metrics to see if they meet your conversion goals Pivot your brand ingredients
in new directions based on what you’ve learned—by optimizing rather than trashing Focus
specifically on brand story, symbols, or strategy by following the Build-Measure-Learn
chapters that apply
The role of maths and statistics in the world of web analytics is not clear to many
marketers. Not many talk or write about the usage of statistics and data science in
conversion optimization. This book has been written to fill this knowledge gap.This expert
guide will teach you exactly what you need to know. It will teach you how to leverage the
knowledge of maths and statistics in order to accurately interpret data and take actions
which can quickly improve the bottom-line of your online business. Every topic covered in
this book has something to do directly with your day to day job. This book covers vital
topics on maths and statistics which every internet marketer/web analyst should get
familiar with in order to achieve optimum results from their analysis, marketing
campaigns and conversion optimization efforts. It explains some of the most useful
statistics terms/concepts one by one and will also show you their practical use in web
analytics and conversion optimization, so that you can take advantage of them
straightaway. "
Switching database vendors is often considered an exhausting challenge for database
administrators and developers. Complexity, total cost, and the risk of downtime are often
the reasons that restrain IT decision makers from starting the migration project. The
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primary goal of this book is to show that, with the proper planning and guidance,
converting from MySQL to IBM® DB2® is not only feasible but straightforward. If you
picked up this book, you are most likely considering converting to DB2 and are probably
aware of several of the advantages of to converting to DB2 data server. In this IBM
Redbooks® publication, we discuss in detail how you can take advantage of this industry
leading database server. This book is an informative guide that describes how to convert
the database system from MySQLTM 5.1 to DB2® V9.7 on Linux® and the steps that are
involved in enabling the applications to use DB2 instead of MySQL. This guide also
presents the best practices in conversion strategy and planning, conversion tools, porting
steps, and practical conversion examples. It is intended for technical staff that is involved
in a MySQL to DB2 conversion project.
Website Optimization
Unlimited Sales Success
Lessons Learnt Spending Over Five Million Dollars On A/B Split Tests.
SMS 2 Administration
Conversion Optimization for More Leads, Sales and Profit or The Art and Science of
Optimized Marketing
12 Simple Steps for Selling More Than You Ever Thought Possible
How Your Business Can Use the Science That Helped Win the White House
"Dan and Pete are changing the way business is done and decisions are
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made. By pulling together concrete examples of how A/B testing has
made an impact, they are inspiring a new generation of companies to
make thoughtful, data-driven decisions. Their new book is smart,
valuable, and proves just how indispensable A/B testing is today."
—MARISSA MAYER, CEO of Yahoo! "Finally, a book on A/B testing and
digital optimization that I will eagerly hand out to my clients! It's
approachable, not overly technical, and is actually full of real-world
examples of testing in action that provide the inspiration for testing
that is so badly needed in most companies." — CALEB WHITMORE, founder
and CEO, Analytics Pros; coauthor of Performance Marketing with Google
Analytics "A practical and readable guide to get the most out of your
online marketing tests. Get it before your competitors do!" — Tim Ash,
CEO, SiteTuners; bestselling author of Landing Page Optimization; and
chair of Conversion Conference "Here's the secret to magnificent
marketing success: 1. Create a hypothesis. 2. Test it. 3. Be less
wrong! In our immensely complex business world, if your organization
is not structured to be less wrong every day, your failure is
guaranteed. Ready to be less wrong but don't know how? Let Dan and
Pete teach you!" — Avinash Kaushik, author of Web Analytics 2.0;
Digital Marketing Evangelist, Google "Savvy marketers have long known
that A/B testing is a great way to optimize marketing and generate
more revenue. But for too long, it has been considered too hard and
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complicated for most marketers to use. A/B Testing: The Most Powerful
Way to Turn Clicks into Customers shows marketers at all levels of
experience why testing is important—and more importantly, it gives
them step-by-step guidance on how to get started and get the best
results. I'm giving copies of this to my entire team, and I recommend
you do as well!" — Jon Miller, cofounder and VP of Marketing, Marketo
"A/B testing that is fast and simple is set to disrupt web measurement
and analytics on a massive scale. Every company should be using A/B
testing to continuously improve, and anyone who wants to lead the
charge on this revolution within their organization will benefit from
reading this book." — Amy Chang, former Global Head of Product, Google
Analytics "Much like the prescriptive writing guide The Elements of
Style by Strunk and White, A/B Testing is simple in its construction
and design, but deceptively powerful and comprehensive in its message
and breadth. This book is sure to be the foundational and prescriptive
guide to optimization testing." — Khai Tran, Senior Manager,
Product—Online Video Products & Platforms, Disney/ABC Television Group
This book is the most comprehensive and up to date introduction to
ASP.NET ever written. Focussing solely on C#, with no code samples
duplicated in other languages, award winning author Matthew MacDonald
introduces you to the very latest thinking and best practices for the
ASP.NET 4.5 technology. Assuming no prior coding experience, you'll be
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taught everything you need to know from the ground up. Starting from
first principals, you'll learn the skills you need to be an effective
ASP.NET developer who is ready to progress to more sophisticated
projects and professional work. You'll be taught how to use object
orientation and code-behind techniques to lay out your code clearly in
a way other developers can easily understand. You'll learn how to
query databases from within you web pages, spice up your layouts using
ASP.NET AJAX and deploy your finished websites to production servers.
You'll also learn how to debug your code when things go wrong and the
performance and scalability issues that can affect your web projects
as they grow. With you book you can take your first step towards
becoming a successful ASP.NET developer with confidence.
Stop guessing, start testing, and enjoy greater success with your
website. If you’re looking for more leads, sales, and profit from your
website, then look no further than this expert guide to Google’s free
A/B and multivariate website testing tool, Google Website Optimizer.
Recognized online marketing guru and New York Times bestselling
author, Bryan Eisenberg, and his chief scientist, John QuartovonTivadar, show you how to test and tune your site to get more
visitors to contact you, buy from you, subscribe to your services, or
take profitable actions on your site. This practical and easy-tofollow reference will help you: Develop a testing framework to meet
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your goals and objectives Improve your website and move more of your
customers to action Select and categorize your products and services
with a customer-centric view Optimize your landing pages and create
copy that sells Choose the best test for a given application Reap the
fullest benefits from your testing experience Increase conversions
with over 250 testing ideas Take the guesswork out of your online
marketing efforts. Let Always Be Testing: The Complete Guide to Google
Website Optimizer show you why you should test, how to test, and what
to test on your site, and ultimately, help you discover what is best
for your site and your bottom line.
Finally-a book that shows marketers how to truly achieve real results
from their websites. Brian Massey, The Conversion Scientist, takes the
mystery out of how to create high-performing sites. By walking the
reader through five online formulas-aka "customer creation
equations"-he shows you how to determine the best formula your own
particular business structure and how to optimize it for stellar
results. Key to this process is setting up a "digital conversion lab,"
and Brian shows you how. Jam-packed with easy-to-understand equations
for things like increasing your conversion rate and decreasing your
abandonment rate-as well as practical strategies for attracting
prospects, turning buyers into triers, and morphing buyers into loyal
brand advocates-this book will enable anyone to stop hoping for
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success and start enjoying higher profits. The Advanced Curriculum in
Visitor Studies gives readers additional guidance on how to really
understand their targets and customers-an understanding that is at the
heart of all successful websites, and businesses, everywhere.
You Should Test That
The Complete Guide to Google Website Optimizer
A / B Testing
The Most Powerful Way to Turn Clicks Into Customers
How to Double Your Customers, Sales and Profits with A/B Testing
Apply the Customer-Centric Methodology That Has Doubled the Sales of
Many Leading Websites
Learn how to convert website visitors into customers Part science and part art, conversion
optimization is designedto turn visitors into customers. Carefully developed testingprocedures are
necessary to help you fine-tune images, headlines,navigation, colors, buttons, and every other
element, creating awebsite that encourages visitors to take the action you seek. Thisbook guides
you through creating an optimization strategy thatsupports your business goals, using appropriate
analytics tools,generating quality testing ideas, running online experiments, andmaking the
adjustments that work. Conversion optimization is part science and part art; thisguide provides
step-by-step guidance to help you optimize yourwebsite for maximum conversion rates Explains
how to analyze data, prioritize experimentopportunities, and choose the right testing methods
Helps you learn what to adjust, how to do it, and how toanalyze the results Features hands-on
exercises, case studies, and a full-colorinsert reinforcing key tactics Author has used these
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techniques to assist Fortune 500clients You Should Test That explains both the "why" and
the"how" of conversion optimization, helping you maximize the value ofyour website.
Titles include: Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain * Gentle on My Mind * Good Hearted Woman * Last
Date (Instrumental) * Nine to Five * On the Road Again * Your Cheatin' Heart.
A holistic approach to conversion rate optimization that encompasses an entire business—online
and offline—to drive more sales and referrals, and increase bottom-line profits In order for your
business to survive, you must convert anonymous traffic into sales. The better you do that, the
more money you make. The science of tweaking and testing webpages to convert the maximum
number of people is known as conversion rate optimization (CRO). Convert Every Click
introduces an expanded vision of CRO that the author, Benji Rabhan, calls "holistic conversion
rate optimization." Internet technology and innovation have changed the way you should be
optimizing your business, your marketing, and your websites. The book looks at the psychology
behind this new way of optimizing an entire business for more profits. It examines how your
website plays a role in your overall business strategy, and details how to use CRO psychology
and strategies to increase profits. Teaches proven strategies for increasing conversions across
your entire business Details various split testing and data gathering methods and when to use
each one Unveils a holistic approach to conversion rate optimization, using technology to create a
more customer-centric experience that not only increases conversions, but also improves
customer engagement and satisfaction With guidance from Convert Every Click, you'll learn how
to boost conversions and consumption across your entire business by maximizing every bit of
your hard-earned traffic before, during, and after a sale.
Michael Lubanski and Darshan Doshi, who have implemented one of the largest rollouts of SMS
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in a production environment, call upon their years of experience with SMS to demystify its
complexities in SMS 2 Administration. Combining Mr. Lubanski's and Mr. Doshi's real-world
knowledge with that of other systems management experts, this book provides practical advice
on, and recommendations for, dealing with SMS administration. From concept and design
through installation, configuration, security, usage and troubleshooting, SMS 2 Administration is a
reference guide that uses realistic scenarios to help you make sense of SMS's sometimes
confusing issues. With this book, not only will you understand SMS, you'll be able to deploy and
maintain an SMS system in your own environment.
The Conversion Code
Conversion Optimization
Winning The Game with UX Design and CRO: Supercharging Your Website Design with
Conversion Rate Optimization and UX Research.
Beginning ASP.NET 4.5 in C#
Conversion Rate Optimization
Website conversion rate optimization with A/B and multivariate testing

Most websites lose. Almost all of them. Many never make a
profit. Others are successful at first, and then get crushed
by competitors. This book is about how to buck the trend--to
make websites that customers love and that are outrageously
profitable. The methodology is based on the authors' awardwinning work growing many of the world's biggest web
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companies--plus hundreds of smaller, market-leading
companies in over eighty different industries. In this book,
you'll get What successful web businesses do differently
(and others get wrong) How to easily identify your website's
biggest opportunities A treasure trove of proven solutions
for growing businesses Discover how to grow your profits--by
making winning websites that people love.
Learning a language--any language--involves a process
wherein you learn to rely less and less on instruction and
more increasingly on the aspects of the language you've
mastered. Whether you're learning French, Java, or C, at
some point you'll set aside the tutorial and attempt to
converse on your own. It's not necessary to know every
subtle facet of French in order to speak it well, especially
if there's a good dictionary available. Likewise, C
programmers don't need to memorize every detail of C in
order to write good programs. What they need instead is a
reliable, comprehensive reference that they can keep nearby.
C in a Nutshell is that reference. This long-awaited book is
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a complete reference to the C programming language and C
runtime library. Its purpose is to serve as a convenient,
reliable companion in your day-to-day work as a C
programmer. C in a Nutshell covers virtually everything you
need to program in C, describing all the elements of the
language and illustrating their use with numerous examples.
The book is divided into three distinct parts. The first
part is a fast-paced description, reminiscent of the classic
Kernighan & Ritchie text on which many C programmers cut
their teeth. It focuses specifically on the C language and
preprocessor directives, including extensions introduced to
the ANSI standard in 1999. These topics and others are
covered: Numeric constants Implicit and explicit type
conversions Expressions and operators Functions Fixed-length
and variable-length arrays Pointers Dynamic memory
management Input and output The second part of the book is a
comprehensive reference to the C runtime library; it
includes an overview of the contents of the standard headers
and a description of each standard library function. Part
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III provides the necessary knowledge of the C programmer's
basic tools: the compiler, the make utility, and the
debugger. The tools described here are those in the GNU
software collection. C in a Nutshell is the perfect
companion to K&R, and destined to be the most reached-for
reference on your desk.
Testing is a surefire way to dramatically improve your
website’s conversion rate and increase revenue. When you run
experiments with changes to design or content, you’ll
quickly discover which changes better motivate your users to
take action. This book shows how to learn from your
customers’ behavior and decisions, and how their responses
reveal the strengths and weaknesses of your site. It will
show you how to make websites that work harder and convert
better. Experiment! will inspire you to challenge
assumptions and start experimenting right now. You will:
Learn how to approach experiments to improve conversion
Understand the various methods of testing including A/B and
multivariate Discover experiment ideas, and go beyond
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optimization to innovation Recognize the UX and design
implications of experimenting Learn to analyze data and
deliver results Experimenting changes the way you think
about design and the way you work. It helps prevent the
loudest voice from deciding direction; instead, through an
experiment, you’ll ask the most important voices--your
customers--“What do you think?”
Step-by-step instructions for executing a website testing
and optimization plan Website optimization is can be an
overwhelming endeavor due to the fact that it encompasses so
many strategic and technical issues. However, this hands-on,
task-based book demystifies this potentially intimidating
topic by offering smart, practical, and tested instructions
for developing, implementing, managing, and tracking website
optimization efforts. After you learn how to establish an
optimization framework, you then dive into learning how to
develop a plan, test appropriately and accurately, interpret
the results, and optimize in order to maximize conversion
rates and improve profits. Zeroes in on fundamentals such as
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understanding key metrics, choosing analytics tools,
researching visitors and their onsite behavior, and crafting
a plan for what to test and optimize Walks you through
testing and optimizing specific web pages including the
homepage, entry and exit pages, product and pricing pages,
as well as the shopping cart and check-out process Guides
you through important optimization areas such as optimizing
text and images Addresses advanced topics including paid
search optimization, Facebook fan page optimization, rich
media, and more Includes a companion website that features
expanded examples, additional resources, tool reviews, and
other related information Full of interesting case studies
and helpful examples drawn from the author's own experience,
Website Optimization: An Hour a Day is the complete solution
for anyone who wants to get the best possible results from
their web page.
New Home Library
Always Be Testing
An Hour a Day
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Application Design and Development
Speed, Search Engine & Conversion Rate Secrets
Creating Dynamic Brands to Generate Conversion
While there is no secret to being an elite sales professional, there is a
set of consistently successful selling techniques that most companies
don’t reach their salespeople, and which most entrepreneurs think
they don’t have the time to learn. If there were a single “secret” to
finding untold sales success, everyone in sales would be enjoying
ridiculous amounts of success. However, some things in life are too
important to not take the time to learn, and this is certainly one of
them! In Unlimited Sales Success, you will discover practical, timetested principles that can be learned and utilized by anyone,
including: The psychology of selling: your own mindset is just as
important as your customer’s Personal sales planning and time
management Prospecting power: get more and better appointments
Consultative and relationship selling: position yourself as a partner
with the account Identifying needs accurately: you’ll know how to
arouse their interest and overcome objections Influencing customer
behavior: learn what triggers quick buying decisions Closing the sale:
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the five best methods ever discovered, and more! Loaded with eyepopping facts, extremely beneficial exercises, and exhilarating stories
of great selling techniques in action, Unlimited Sales Success will
provide a use-it-now approach that will set you up for becoming a top
sales professional in your industry today.
Conversion Rate Optimization: Using Neuroscience and Data to Boost
Web Conversions is a book for people looking to fast track conversion
rate growth and unlock the true potential of a digital property. Dr. Ali
Nasser has worked with leading brands such as GE Digital, NBA
Store, Maui Jim, Workday and Netflix. He shows how anyone can craft
a strategy to dominate their online market. Nasser will push you to
rethink your approach to optimization of complex buyer journeys.
Learn why most tests have no result or very poor lifts in conversion
rate. Conversion is half the digital equation: either an ad or site drives
more traffic or clicks, or it converts more views or traffic into revenue.
To date most marketers have not focused on conversion optimization,
leaving a massive opportunity for brands to leverage the knowledge in
this book to outperform their competition. The book covers key
challenges to any conversion optimization program, as well as how to
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tackle each issue, exploring specific opportunities for conversion
growth. More importantly, Nasser gives readers the tools with which
to think about how to develop a systematic approach to conversion
optimization. The book highlights key concepts that can be effectively
parlayed into near term revenue gains for any business relying on a
digital presence.
A vital resource for pilots, instructors, and students, from the most
trusted source of aeronautic information.
How much money are you losing because of poor landing page
design? In this comprehensive, step-by-step guide, you’ll learn all the
skills necessary to dramatically improve your bottom line, including
identifying mission critical parts of your website and their true
economic value, defining important visitor classes and key conversion
tasks, gaining insight on customer decision-making, uncovering
problems with your page and deciding which elements to test,
developing an action plan, and avoiding common pitfalls. Includes a
companion website and a detailed review of the Google Website
Optimizer tool.
Conversion Fanatic
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Web Design for ROI
Smart Persuasion
Web Analytics
Airplane Flying Handbook (FAA-H-8083-3A)
Convert!
Learn how to convert website visitors into customers Part
science and part art, conversion optimization is designed to
turn visitors into customers. Carefully developed testing
procedures are necessary to help you fine-tune images,
headlines, navigation, colors, buttons, and every other element,
creating a website that encourages visitors to take the action
you seek. This book guides you through creating an optimization
strategy that supports your business goals, using appropriate
analytics tools, generating quality testing ideas, running
online experiments, and making the adjustments that work.
Conversion optimization is part science and part art; this guide
provides step-by-step guidance to help you optimize your website
for maximum conversion rates Explains how to analyze data,
prioritize experiment opportunities, and choose the right
testing methods Helps you learn what to adjust, how to do it,
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and how to analyze the results Features hands-on exercises, case
studies, and a full-color insert reinforcing key tactics Author
has used these techniques to assist Fortune 500 clients You
Should Test That explains both the "why" and the "how" of
conversion optimization, helping you maximize the value of your
website.
Solve your traffic troubles and turn browsers into buyers When
web design expert Ben Hunt set out to quantify the difference
between an ordinary web site and a great one, he expected to
find the key in design simplicity. But when his team more than
doubled the conversion rates for a wide range of sites, they
identified simple yet powerful solutions involving design, copy,
appropriate analysis, classic optimization techniques, and
targeted testing. You'll find the fixes easy to implement, and
they're all right here. Understand the essentials - your market,
your proposition, and your delivery. Create a site that is seen
by the right people, provides a compelling experience, and
generates the desired action. Learn how to use testing to
improve your site's conversion rate. Discover the holistic
nature of web site optimization and why multiplicity matters.
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Examine dozens of simple techniques for building traffic,
engaging your audience, and crafting effective calls to action.
Combine creativity with analysis for the best possible results.
Ben Hunt is Principal Consultant for Scratchmedia Ltd. He
operates webdesignfromscratch.com, which provides tutorials and
advice to over 120,000 web developers each month. Ben has been
designing, coding, and producing web sites for clients worldwide
for more than 15 years, and is considered a leader in the web
usability industry. Forewords by Ken McCarthy, founder of the
System Seminar, and Drayton Bird, Drayton Bird Associates.
Hello, and welcome to this course, conversion optimization. In
this course, we're going to cover how to get the most out of
your lead pages. This course is divided into three modules.
Module One gives you a brief intro to conversion concepts.
Module Two covers tools and methods, and module theory covers
tweaking and testing. By the time this course is over, you'll
know how to optimize your pages for maximum conversions. So,
without further ado, let's dive into the first module. Okay,
guys, welcome to Module One. In this module, our expert will
give you a brief intro to conversion optimization. So, get ready
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to take some notes. And let's jump right in.
A fully updated guide to making your landing pages profitable
Effective Internet marketing requires that you test and optimize
your landing pages to maximize exposure and conversion rate.
This second edition of a bestselling guide to landing page
optimization includes case studies with before-and-after results
as well as new information on web site usability. It covers how
to prepare all types of content for testing, how to interpret
results, recognize the seven common design mistakes, and much
more. Included is a gift card for Google AdWords. Features fully
updated information and case studies on landing page
optimization Shows how to use Google's Website Optimizer tool,
what to test and how to prepare your site for testing, the pros
and cons of different test strategies, how to interpret results,
and common site design mistakes Provides a step-by-step
implementation plan and advice on getting support and resources
Landing Page Optimization, Second Edition is a comprehensive
guide to increasing conversions and improving profits.
The Psychology of Price
Capture Internet Leads, Create Quality Appointments, Close More
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Sales
How Elite Marketers Influence Consumers (and Persuade Them to
Take Action)
Maths and STATS for Web Analytics and Conversion Optimization
Make More Money Online with Holistic Conversion Rate
Optimization
Using Neuroscience And Data To Boost Web Conversions

Remember when an optimized website was one that merely didn't
take all day to appear? Times have changed. Today, website
optimization can spell the difference between enterprise success and
failure, and it takes a lot more know-how to achieve success. This
book is a comprehensive guide to the tips, techniques, secrets,
standards, and methods of website optimization. From increasing site
traffic to maximizing leads, from revving up responsiveness to
increasing navigability, from prospect retention to closing more sales,
the world of 21st century website optimization is explored,
exemplified and explained. Website Optimization combines the
disciplines of online marketing and site performance tuning to attain
the competitive advantage necessary on today's Web. You'll learn how
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to improve your online marketing with effective paid and natural
search engine visibility strategies, strengthened lead creation and
conversion to sales methods, and gold-standard ad copywriting
guidelines. Plus, your increased site speed, reduced download
footprint, improved reliability, and improved navigability will work
synergistically with those marketing methods to optimize your site's
total effectiveness. In this book for business and IT managers, author
Andrew King, president of Website Optimization, LLC, has assembled
experts in several key specialties to teach you: Search engine
optimization -- addressing best (and worst) practices to improve
search engine visibility, including step-by-step keyword optimization
guidelines, category and tag cloud creation, and guerilla PR
techniques to boost inbound links and improve rankings Pay-per-click
optimization -- including ad copywriting guidelines, setting profitdriven goals, calculating and optimizing bids, landing page
optimization, and campaign management tips Optimizing conversion
rates -- increasing leads with site landing page guidelines, such as
benefit-oriented copy, credibility-based design, value hierarchies, and
tips on creating unique selling propositions and slogans Web
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performance tuning -- optimizing ways to use (X)HTML, CSS, and Ajax
to increase speed, reduce your download footprint, and increase
reliability Advanced tuning -- including client-side techniques such as
on-demand content, progressive enhancement, and inline images to
save HTTP requests. Plus server-side tips include improving
parallelism, using cache control, browser sniffing, HTTP compression,
and URL rewriting to remap links and preserve traffic Web metrics -illustrating the best metrics and tools to gather details about visitors
and measure web conversion and success rates. Covering both search
marketing metrics and web performance measures including Pathloss
and waterfall graphs Website Optimization not only provides you with
a strategy for success, it also offers specific techniques for you and
your staff to follow. A profitable website needs to be well designed,
current, highly responsive, and optimally persuasive if you're to
attract prospects, convert them to buyers, and get them to come back
for more. This book describes precisely what you need to accomplish
to achieve all of those goals.
Learn How to Setup the Right Split Testing and Make More Profit
from it! Split testing is a method for comparing two different versions
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of a landing page to determine which version performs better. Split
testing should NEVER be a one-time experiment. It's important to
keep running new split tests, so you can continue to improve your
sales and profits. Setting up a split test is very easy to do. You simply
need to determine what element you wish to test on your landing page
first. Always be sure you only test one element at a time for your split
test. Otherwise, you won’t be sure which changes you made resulted
in a specific improvement. For example, start by testing the headline.
Using your current headline as the control, duplicate your landing
page and create a new headline variation for the test. The headline is
the single most important element to test and can result in HUGE
improvements in your conversion rate. Other important elements you
can test one by one are your landing page layout, website colors,
images, call to action, price, guarantee, etc. The list goes on and on,
but those are some important ones to consider first. In order to gain
statistical confidence in your test, it’s advised that you send at least
300 unique visitors to each landing page. Some marketers even prefer
a higher baseline number, such as 500 unique visitors to each landing
page. However, it should be noted that some split tests may produce
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an extreme difference in the results and if one page is performing
very poorly, then you may consider ending the split test early. Nobody
likes to waste traffic. If you have a clear winner early, then you may
choose to end the split test, so you can maximize your ROI. This is
especially true if you’re using paid advertising to generate traffic.
Once your split test has achieved statistical confidence, it's time to
analyze your results. The essential metrics you'll be tracking and
analyzing are unique visitors, conversions and conversion rate.
How do you turn website visitors into customers? Conversion
Optimization offers practical advice on how to persuade visitors to
make a buying decision -- without driving them away through data
overload or tedious navigation. You'll learn how to use marketing
principles, design, usability, and analytics on your site to increase
your buyer-to-visitor ratio, whether you're involved with marketing or
designing a large ecommerce site, or managing a modest online
operation. Based on the authors' broad experience in helping
businesses attract online customers, this book addresses every aspect
of the process, from landing visitors to finalizing the sale. You'll learn
several techniques for blending successful sales approaches with the
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particular needs of the people you want to attract. Are you ready to do
what it takes to get a double-digit conversion rate? Explore case
studies involving significant conversion rate improvements Walk
through different stages of a sale and understand the value of each
Understand your website visitors through persona creation Connect
with potential customers and guide them toward a conversion Learn
how to deal with FUDs -- customer fears, uncertainties, and doubts
Examine the path that visitors take from landing page to checkout
Test any change you make against your original design "The Web is
unique in its ability to deliver this almost improbable win-win: You can
increase revenue AND make your customers happy. Yet most websites
stink. Worry not, Khalid and Ayat to the rescue! Buy this book to
follow their practical advice on how to create high converting
websites that your visitors love."--Avinash Kaushik, author of Web
Analytics 2.0 and Web Analytics: An Hour A Day (both Sybex)
Have you ever wanted to increase the results of your website without
spending more money on advertising? This book covers the key
lessons and takeaways from what I learnt spending over five million
dollars on A/B split tests. Some of the lessons I will share with you
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include: the three factors that control conversion rates, the four steps
to creating a compelling offer, how to sell an identical product for
more than your competitors, and how to create your first winning split
test.
Lean Branding
The Definitive Guide to Testing and Tuning for Conversions
Making Websites Win
The Bogleheads' Guide to Investing
Unexpected Website Formulas of the Conversion Scientist™
Designing Web Sites to Increase Traffic and Conversion
In this book, I'll be sharing with you some of the most effective e-commerce tips I've learned over the
years. These tips will teach you how you can improve your web store to make more money over the next
holiday season, drive more traffic, and strengthen sales and leads to maximize your return on investment
(ROI). I've done my best to cover everything you need, to help you get more revenue, opt-ins and profit
from your e-commerce website. Get actionable advice for your ecommerce store, for example: Making
More Money this Holiday Season Getting More Website Traffic SEO Tips Promotional Email
Campaigns Analytics Setup and Review Creating Landing Pages Improving Conversion Rates
Generating More Opt-In Leads Increasing Retention Anyone selling products or services online can
benefit from this book. You will learn exactly how to make your website more successful and increase the
amount of money you make from your website or e-commerce store. This also includes clear, actionable
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steps for you to increase retention and create loyal customers that will come back to spend more money.
Plus, you can get examples of each case study listed in the book. The book starts off with general advice
about driving traffic to your website. Then, it details how to better understand your target customer.
This is where we start to understand exactly to whom you should be marketing and why. Creating
personas and your customer avatar will help you determine how and where you should be marketing
your products. Next, I dive into specific areas of an e-commerce website. Each section has specific tips to
maximize the effectiveness. I recommend trying as many of the tips as possible. Not all the advice will
work exactly as I have outlined it. You need to test and experiment to determine the right approach for
you. Finally, you will read specific suggestions on how to make more money from your e-commerce
website. This money will come not only from new customers but also from repeat customers. This
strategy is to help improve retention, resulting in a larger lifetime value. That includes suggestions for
when your customers receive their products at their home or office. Apply the tactics listed in this book
to any self-hosted shopping carts or hosted ecommerce solution. The most popular hosted ecommerce
software includes Shopify, BigCommerce, Volusion, NetSuite, Magento and Wordpress.
A/B Testing
The Great Songs of Country Music
How To Double Conversion Rates
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